Careers

J-PAL and its partner organizations recruit for hundreds of positions on a regular basis. Positions may be located at universities, research centers, and non-profit organizations connected to the work of our affiliated professors and partners around the world. They are available in field research, project management, and data analysis, as well as policy outreach, training, and finance & administration.

Sectors
ALL ▼
Submit

Location
ALL ▼
Submit
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ALL ▼
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Job Type
ALL ▼
Submit

Education
ALL ▼
Research Associate - J-PAL South Asia  
(Hippocampus Learning Centers)  
India

Research Analyst, Columbia - IPA  
Colombia
Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA) seeks a qualified Research Analyst based in Medellin, Colombia, to support a research project which seeks to understand armed group governance, the market structure of urban gangs, and how, if possible, to transition from armed groups to state rule with non-...

Senior Policy Manager, Ghana - IPA  
Ghana
IPA Ghana seeks a Senior Policy Manager to engage with local and global stakeholders to embed existing evidence in programs and policies and develop new research projects in alignment with Ghana’s goals and challenges in various sectors. The (Senior) Policy Manager will lead IPA Ghana’s policy...

Research and Project Development Coordinator, Ghana - IPA  
Ghana
Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA), is an international non-profit research organization. Based in New Haven, CT, with offices in Washington, D.C. and worldwide, IPA works with development partners and academic researchers to create
and evaluate approaches to solving development problems, to...

Country Director, Tanzania - IPA
Tanzania, United Republic of
IPA seeks a Country Director to oversee its Tanzania office. The Country Director will be based in Dar es Salaam. The Country Director will work with IPA Global and key stakeholders to set the strategic direction for IPA in Tanzania and oversee multiple simultaneous impact evaluations in a...

Research Assistant, Sao Paulo
Brazil
Professor Michael Best (Columbia University) and Professor Joana Naritomi (LSE) are seeking research assistant to work on public procurement projects in the state of São Paulo. The ideal candidate should: be Brazilian or speak Portuguese as the mother tongue. be located in the city of São Paulo....

Human Resources Administrator & Recruiter - J-PAL North America
United States of America (the)
Position Overview: J-PAL North America (J-PAL NA) is actively recruiting a talented, experienced Human Resources Administrator & Recruiter based at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge, MA. Working at J-PAL NA means being part of a vibrant, collaborative team of...

See more